fire in oscillatory synchrony. The timing and extent of when direct current was applied ( Figure 2A ). This response increased with the amplitude of the injected this organized population activity can be monitored by placing an extracellular field potential electrode in the current (M.S., unpublished data). Isolated PNs displayed overshooting Na ϩ spikes at a fixed frequency throughipsilateral mushroom body, a target of the PNs. Upon odor stimulation, these recordings show 20-30 Hz oscilout the DC pulse, but isolated LNs generated low-amplitude Ca 2ϩ spikes (Laurent, 1996) whose frequency delations, reflecting the coherent arrival of action potentials from many coactivated PNs. The identity of these creased during the first 150-200 ms of stimulation (Laurent et al., 1993) . This adaptation depended on a activated PNs, however, changes progressively during a response in an odor-specific manner. Consequently, hyperpolarizing Ca 2ϩ -dependent potassium current in LNs which was activated during the first few Ca 2ϩ spikes. the synchronization between 2 PNs or between 1 PN and the local field potential (LFP) is generally transient, Although such a current has not been characterized biophysically in LNs, its existence, or that of a functioni.e., shorter than the total duration of the population response (Laurent and Davidowitz, 1994) . During the ally equivalent current, is implied by current-clamp data (M.S. and G.L., unpublished data) in which LN Ca 2ϩ spike odor response, PN action potentials are generally phase-locked with the field potential, although this discharges adapt upon maintained depolarization. When reciprocally coupled (as in Figure 1A ), the LN phase-locking between a PN's spikes and the LFP may occur for only a fraction of the spikes it produces during and PN oscillated out-of-phase at a frequency of about 20 Hz when direct current was applied ( Figure 2B ). The the odor response. (See, for example, Laurent et al. [1996] , Figure 4 ; in this example, characteristically, acfirst Na ϩ spike in a PN elicited an EPSP followed by a Ca 2ϩ spike in the LN, which in turn evoked a fast IPSP tion potentials were transiently locked to the population activity at consistent times over consecutive stimuli.) in the PN. This IPSP then delayed activation of the next Na ϩ spike in the PN. The frequency of the resulting When phase-locking is transient, the periods of transient synchrony are odor specific (Laurent et al., 1996; Wehr oscillations was controlled mainly by the duration and the amplitude of the LN-evoked IPSPs ( Figure 2C ). As and Laurent, 1996) . We now explore, using models of increasing size and complexity (see Figure 1) , the minithe coupling (g LN → PN ) increased from zero, the frequency quickly stabilized at a level depending on the decay time mum requirements for evoking such cellular and circuit dynamical behavior. constant of inhibition. These results indicate that the fast inhibitory input from a LN can effectively control the oscillatory response of a PN during DC stimulation.
Oscillations in a Reciprocal LN-PN Pair
In the next sections, we investigate this effect in more One-compartment models of excitatory (cholinergic) realistic and progressively larger network models. PNs and inhibitory (GABAergic) LNs (Laurent, 1996) inhibitory interconnections between LNs on stimulusturn, damped oscillations in LN1. The timescale of this slower temporal structure was determined by the rate evoked PN responses. We first simulated a network that had intact inhibitory synapses between the 2 LNs and of LN spike adaptation [controlled mainly by the K(Ca) current in LNs] and the strength and time constant of LNfrom LNs to PNs. The stimulus, delivered to both LNs and to 2 of the PNs (PN1 and PN2 in Figure 2D ), elicited LN interactions. Blocking reciprocal inhibition between LNs eliminated this slow patterning; both neurons then an oscillatory response in the network. Both LNs started to fire synchronously, but the LN-LN inhibition quickly displayed sustained synchronous periodic activity (Figure 2D2 ). organized the fast periodic synchrony into a slower sequence of out-of-phase patterns ( Figure 2D1 ): each LN
In the simple network model of 2 LNs and 6 PNs, each LN provided inhibitory input to 3 PNs (see Figure 1B) . produced periodic (20 Hz) Ca 2ϩ spikes during 100-200 ms epochs, interrupted by epochs of subthreshold oscilThis input was significant during the epochs of oscillations with Ca 2ϩ spikes but was greatly reduced during lations. These interruptions were caused by inhibitory input from the other LN, which displayed a complemenepochs of subthreshold oscillations in the presynaptic LN. Thus, alternations in patterns of subthreshold/sutary activity pattern. This slower patterning of LN oscillations and antagonistic activity depended on the rate at prathreshold oscillations in LNs significantly affected LN-evoked IPSPs in the PNs and could affect the synwhich LN responses adapted (see Figure 2A) Figure 1C and Experimental
Transient Synchronization
To investigate temporal patterns of synchronization Procedures). These numbers were selected to match among PNs more precisely, we analyzed the fine structhe PN/LN ratio in the locust antennal lobe (about 900 ture and timing of action potentials during many succesPNs and about 300 LNs; Laurent, 1996) and also to sive stimulus presentations. The length of each stimuallow practical computation times. Receptors for both lus-evoked oscillatory response was divided into 11 excitatory and inhibitory transmission had fast ionoconsecutive windows corresponding to the cycles of the tropic-type kinetics. Weak, slow GABAergic synapses, field potential oscillation. Then, the timing of all spikes in which could be activated by a long train of Ca 2ϩ spikes each window was measured relative to the correspondat relatively high frequencies, were introduced between ing peak in the field potential (see Experimental ProceLNs and PNs to limit network activity in those simuladures). Each action potential was thus represented by tions when fast GABAergic synapses were blocked.
its phase, where zero corresponded to the positive peak Maximal conductances for these slow receptors were of the field potential and Ϯ corresponded to the followset low so they did not affect the network oscillations ing/preceding trough in the field potential. The phases when fast GABAergic connections were intact. External of all spikes were then plotted (black dots) as rasters stimulation was delivered to a randomly selected subset was clearly synchronized with the field potential during gether, they caused EPSPs in a set of postsynaptic epochs 1-8 and 10, less so during epoch 11, and desynPNs. Some of these EPSPs occurred at the peak of a chronized during epoch 9 (although still active). When depolarization (evoked by the random fluctuations of stimulus 2 was presented, PN1 locked to the field potenthe membrane potential) and produced Na ϩ spikes in the tial during epochs 1, 2, 6, and 7 only. PN4 was desynpostsynaptic cells. Spontaneous PN activity, however, chronized during almost all epochs for stimulus 1 but was not synchronized; the field potential (averaged PN displayed very clear synchronization during epochs 2, membrane potential, see Experimental Procedures) was 6, and 7 in response to the second stimulus. therefore almost flat between stimulus presentations Figure 4C shows the response to a different stimulus (see Figure 3A) . pattern consisting of a subset of PNs and LNs that only When an external stimulus was delivered, the field partially (about 10%) overlapped with that of stimulus 1 potential began to oscillate with a frequency of about ( Figure 4A ). Stimulus 3 produced responses in a different 20 Hz ( Figures 3A and 3D) , reflecting the onset of syngroup of PNs. Some of the neurons that fired in response chrony in a large subset of PNs. LNs tend to fire after to the first two stimuli showed only subthreshold rePNs; the average phase shift between spikes in LNs and sponses when stimulus 3 was presented and vice versa. PNs at each cycle of network oscillation was 72Њ Ϯ 91Њ.
The average network activity, however, was comparable This is in agreement with measurements from rein all three cases. Other panels (open rectangles) in the cordings made in vivo (Laurent and Davidowitz, 1994) .
Figures 4A-4C will be discussed later. Figure 3D shows examples of these oscillations in 2 Figure 5A Figure 3F shows an intracellular to the field oscillations during different epochs of the recording from a single PN, with a simultaneously reresponse to the stimulus. These results were indepencorded field potential from the ipsilateral mushroom dent of stimulus shape. When square-pulse stimuli were body, where PNs send axon collaterals.
presented, a similar alternation of epochs with high and These results indicate that, as in the simpler network low spike synchronization was found. In this case, howof 2 LNs and 6 PNs, LN activity in the larger network ever, the offset excitation, otherwise observed in many alternated between intervals of sub-and suprathreshold PNs after stimulus termination (e.g., Figure 3B ), was oscillations. Switching between these modes of LN acabsent. tivity appeared to control transitions between the periIn our model, PNs usually displayed active (i.e., including Na ϩ spikes) responses or subthreshold oscillations ods of synchronized and nonsynchronized PN spikes. Spatiotemporal clustering of network oscillations has sets of PNs, the responses were distributed to overlapping PN sets which, however, showed subtle differences been observed in models of other systems. It was de-in the temporal sequences of the epochs with/without receptors between LNs and PNs appear to be necessary spike synchronization, enabling a high level of discrimito account for realistic slow temporal patterns in PN nation. Our simulations thus support the idea that odor spike trains; omitting these receptors makes it impossiidentity is contained both in the identities of the active ble to model accurately the temporal patterns of PNs PNs and in the relative timing of spikes in those PNs. described experimentally. Fifth, the fine temporal strucWhile temporal patterning may be unnecessary for the ture of PN responses is necessary to discriminate similar discrimination of nonoverlapping ensembles (activated, stimuli, while distinct stimuli can be separated based generally, by chemically different odorants), such feaon activated PN identity alone ( (Leitch and Laurent, 1996) . Both LNs and PNs min of CPU time. receive direct synaptic input from olfactory receptor neurons (Laurent, 1996) .
Phase Analysis We simulated three network models: (1) a reciprocal LN-PN pair PN voltages were averaged and low-pass filtered with frequency ( Figure 1A) ; (2) a network of 6 PNs and 2 LNs ( Figure 1B) ; and (3) a cutoffs at 50 Hz (second-order, Butterworth) to simulate local field network of 90 PNs and 30 LNs ( Figure 1C) . In the second model, potentials (LFPs). PN spike times were converted to phases with we assumed random (with 0.5 probability) interconnections between respect to the LFP. The positive peaks of the field potential were PNs (nicotinic), random (with 0.5 probability) connections from PNs assigned a phase 0 or 2, and following or preceding nearest minima to LNs (nicotinic), and reciprocal connections between two LNs (fast were assigned a phase ϩ or Ϫ, respectively. The phase of each GABA) and from LNs to PNs (fast GABA) (each LN was connected PN spike was calculated relative to the nearest peak of the field with 3 different PNs). In the third model, all interconnections were potential according to the equation : random with 0.5 probability. This probability is higher than that estimated from experimental data (G.L., unpublished data). How-φ P N spike ϭ t P N spike Ϫ t lastF P peak t nextF P peak Ϫ t lastF P peak 2.
(1) ever, connection probability should be scaled with the total number of neurons so that the average number of synapses on each neuron does not depend on the size of the network. In a network with a number of neurons close to that of the actual antennal lobe (about 10 Standard Deviation Calculation times more than in model 3), the probabilities of all interconnections PN spikes times were converted to phases as described above. were not dependent on the bin size.
Stimulation Appendix To simulate odor stimulation, 33% of the LNs and PNs, randomly
The membrane potentials of PN and LN are governed by the equaselected, were activated by current pulses. In the antennal lobe, the tions actual number of LNs and PNs activated by an odor is estimated to be smaller (10%-20%) (Laurent, 1996) (Laurent, 1996) ; thus N was set to 200 and was varied between 50 and 150 Hz. In this case, random current Ϫ55 mV for PNs. The leak potassium current is I KL ϭ g KL (V Ϫ E KL ), where E KL ϭ Ϫ95 fluctuations were 5%-10% of its amplitude; lower produced slightly higher current fluctuations and vice versa. We used ϭ mV, g KL ϭ 1.43 · 10 Ϫ3 S for LNs and g KL ϭ 5.72 · 10 Ϫ3 S for PNs.
